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T
he Bank Secrecy Act (the BSA,31 U.S.C.§ 5311 et seq.) and the BSA regulations (32
C.F.R.103.11 et seq.) require every tribal casino to implement a written anti-money
laundering (AML) program. The IRS oversees BSA compliance by tribal casinos

through a periodic audit process. Because the BSA has been codified in Title 31 of the
United States Code, such audits are often referred to as “Title 31 Audits.”

In 2007, the IRS increased its efforts to monitor tribal casino BSA compliance,
and it plans to conduct Title 31 audits on a three- to four-year rotation. Casinos that
have been identified as “a problem”or “uncooperative”can, however, expect more fre-
quent visits.

The Indian Tribal Governments Group in the IRS identified in its July 2007 ITG News
publication several problems that IRS BSA auditors repeatedly found during the course
of 13 tribal casino audits during the first half of 2007.These problems included:

(I) written BSA/AML compliance programs did not exist or were superficial;
(II) insufficiently trained or experienced BSA compliance officers;
(III) failure to periodically train casino staff on BSA compliance;
(IV) failure to file SAR-Cs; and
(V) lack of adequate independent (non-IRS) testing and auditing to ensure that

BSA procedures were being followed.
Technically these are violations of the BSA, but as a practical matter they are cur-

rently considered “deficiencies” in IRS BSA audit terminology.The IRS-reported findings
are so general that it is difficult for casino management (including its compliance officer)
to really understand them in concrete terms.This alert explains these common deficien-
cies in real terms, and offers practical recommendations for correcting them before the
IRS arrives.

Many of the common deficiencies can be easily and inexpensively addressed
before an IRS BSA audit, and it is in each casino’s best interest to do so. The scope and
depth of each IRS BSA audit can depend on the casino’s compliance history and the IRS
audit team’s initial findings.An IRS BSA examination will normally cover the most recent
six-month period,since that will accurately demonstrate the casino’s current compliance
level.

COMMON DEFICIENCIES
1. Lack of Written Money-Laundering Risk Assessment

The most common deficiency is the lack of a formal, written Money Laundering
Risk Assessment. A written Risk Assessment is not explicitly required by law or regula-

tion, which probably accounts for this very common deficiency, but
since AML programs must be “risk based,” regulators believe a risk
assessment must be prepared before a BSA compliance program can
be effectively implemented. As a practical matter, regardless of the
absence of a legal requirement, every casino is expected to have a
written Risk Assessment upon which its BSA program is based.

If a casino does not have a written Risk Assessment when the
IRS BSA audit begins, or if a casino has one but it is deemed by the
IRS audit team to be inadequate, then two things will occur:
• First, the IRS audit team will prepare its own Risk Assessment

for the casino, and the casino will have no input into the
process.Although the IRS assessment may be inaccurate,it will
form the basis against which the casino’s entire BSA AML pro-
gram, internal controls and procedures will be measured, and
deficiencies identified.

• Second, the IRS will “recommend” that a written Risk
Assessment be prepared.This is a mandate that can be ignored
only at the casino’s peril. The procedures in the casino’s
BSA/AML program will be assessed in light of the Risk
Assessment.1

2. Suspicious Activity Identification, Review and Reporting
Establishing procedures for identifying suspicious activity that

rely primarily or solely on employee first-hand observation of cus-
tomer activity is a deficiency,even when the observation is reviewed
by the employee’s immediate supervisor. Although reliance on
employee observation is a valid means for identifying suspicious
activity, it cannot be the only one.The BSA regulations require casi-
nos have written procedures for use of “all available information”(31
C.F.R.103.64 (a)(2)(v)), for an effective high-level review of employ-
ee reports and documentation of these processes.

(a) Use of All Available Data: After lack of a Risk Assessment,
the failure to review all available information in detecting suspicious
activity is the most common deficiency noted.Most suspicious activ-
ity can only be detected through regular review of casino records
and reports that most employees do not have access to.

Every casino is expected to have procedures that employ other
means in addition to employee direct observation. These other
means include all sources of information: the MTL’s from all depart-
ments,cash-in and cash-out reports,slot ticket data,SAR-C filing his-
tories, player rating information, barred customer logs, and surveil-
lance tapes.The procedures should say who will review these mate-
rials and when they will be reviewed.

Moreover, casinos that have automated data processing sys-
tems are required to use automated programs to help identify suspi-
cious activity. The same is true for CTR-C filing as well. The process
should document individuals conducting transactions just below the
CTR-C filing threshold to determine if a pattern of such transactions
exists.

(b) Effective Review of Suspected Suspicious Activity: Relying
primarily or solely on employee observation in detecting suspicious
activity lacks higher-level review and control.

Requiring all employees to fill out a Suspicious Incident Report
when they identify suspicious activity is the expected procedure. It
should be immediately submitted through the employee’s supervi-
sor to the compliance officer and contain a full description of the cus-
tomer and the suspicious activity.

(c) Documentation of the Review and Evaluation of Reported
Suspicious Activity: As a general rule,if a procedure has not been doc-
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S umented, the IRS audit team will conclude that it did not take place; and if it didn’t

happen, that’s a deficiency. Suspicious activity reporting procedures must include
high- (compliance officer) level review,investigation and evaluation of reported sus-
picious activity, and the documentation of that process.

In addition, opinions differ. An IRS audit team (using classic 20/20 hindsight)
may think an incident highly suspicious and subject to SAR-C reporting even though
the compliance officer may have reached the opposite conclusion in good faith. To
defend itself, the casino must be able to show that an employee’s report was
reviewed, and the reasons why a SAR-C was not filed.

The Suspicious Incident Report form mentioned above should include a sec-
tion in which the compliance officer documents the date of review, the documents
reviewed, the decision on whether to file a SAR-C, and the reason for that decision.
Ultimately, the decision on whether a SAR-C is filed should be made by the compli-
ance officer, not an employee’s immediate supervisor.

3. Periodic Independent (Non-IRS) Testing of the BSA Program
This deficiency usually means a casino has relied on an internal auditor from

the casino staff or tribal gaming commission to conduct the required independent
periodic program audit, but the assigned person lacks sufficient BSA training or
experience.

Casinos have a choice in avoiding this deficiency.They can have the audit done
by internal (non-compliance) persons or by an outside source. Either way, the pro-
gram procedures should say how often the independent audit will be conducted,
how and by whom the independent auditor will be selected, and the criteria to be
followed and qualifications of the person or entity selected.If the independent audit
is done internally, the persons assigned must be well trained. This is best accom-
plished through outside BSA training conducted by a professional. Alternatively,
there are many outside consultants who specialize in conducting independent BSA
audits. If an outside source is used, its BSA credentials should be confirmed and
selection process documented.

4. BSA Employee Training
Most casinos give their employees BSA training — they just not don’t train all

the right people,they are not documenting it adequately and they are not updating
their training. The casino’s program must include written procedures for each of
these factors.

(a) Current Employees: An adequate training program cannot be limited only
to those employees who handle cash. All personnel who review casino records and
information, and all personnel who have substantial customer contact or observa-
tion need to receive BSA training, particularly on identifying suspicious activity.
Training for those employees who do not have responsibility for conducting cash
transactions should focus on identifying and reporting suspicious activity.

The program procedures must identify who has the overall responsibility to
ensure that training is conducted periodically, who is responsible for training con-
tent, which employees should be trained, the frequency of the training and the
maintenance of training records.Training must be thoroughly documented to show
who attended, when it was conducted, the training content and who conducted it.

(b) New Employees: Frequently overlooked for training purposes are new hires.
In addition to general training procedures, the BSA program should contain specific
guidelines for each department regarding when and how to train new employees.
New employees should not be assigned to their duties without either first undergo-
ing BSA training, or at least without being accompanied by another adequately
trained employee until the new-hire has been trained. Like periodic training of
employees, the training of new hires must be documented.

5. Incomplete or Inadequate Compliance Programs
Every BSA program needs to address all specifics related to the BSA.

Procedures that relate to specific departments can be contained in the department’s
standard operating procedure, but should be segregated in a separate Title 31 sec-

tion and be referenced in the overall program.A missing procedure for any aspect of
the BSA can be considered a deficiency.

Following unwritten procedures is insufficient. No casino has ever avoided a
deficiency finding by demonstrating that it follows a procedure in practice.From the
IRS viewpoint, if a procedure is not in writing in the program, it does not exist, and a
procedure that does not exist is a procedure that is not followed.In short, if it’s not in
writing in the program, it’s a deficiency.

The lack of a BSA program is an obvious deficiency, but most casinos do have
these programs.The problem is that they are often incomplete or inadequate.What
this usually means is that a casino’s compliance program does not include proce-
dures covering all specifics related to the BSA,or the procedures do not address those
specifics with sufficient detail. The basic rule is that procedures should specify the
who, what, when and how of each procedure.

Specific procedures often overlooked include:
• how, when and by whom the program is to be updated, or by whom these

changes are to be reviewed and approved;
• updating all employees regarding new procedures even before regularly

scheduled training;
• procedures for disciplining employees who fail in their BSA responsibilities;

discipline must be consistently applied, and the compliance officer should
have clear authority to impose it in conjunction with the HR department and
the immediate supervisor;

• employee evaluations should include performance of BSA responsibilities;
• the specific appointment of a compliance officer by name, with contact infor-

mation; and
• procedures on who is authorized to disclose SAR-C documentation when

there is a law enforcement request,and who handles more formal requests for
information, like subpoenas.
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